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New searchengineseekshidden vulnerabilities
A new search engine is being pro"hidden"
grammed to detect
informapublic
part
tion in
Web sites,
of an
effort to anticipate, and
hopefully thwart, the plans of
terrorists.
The University at Buffalo
work is important from the
perspective of text mining.
Intelligence analysts looking
at large volumes of data who
suspectthere may be unseen
connections in documents
can use the engine to find the
best trail of evidencethrough
many documents that connectstwo or more apparentlyunrelated
concepts.
The un project is based on Unintended Information Revelation, a
search technique designed to uncover
hidden information. The premise of
urn is that pieces of information that
by themselves appear to be innocent
may be linked together to reveal inadvertently highly sensitivedata.

"Normally,

when you use a search
engine, you put in a query of, say,
'Imam/San
Diego/Hamburg.'The con-

ventional search engine goes looking
for a document that has all three
names in it, and if it couldn't find any,
it would then return a list of documents containing'Imam,' another list
'San
Diego,' and a third
containing
containing'Hamburg,"' says Rohini
Srihari, un professorof computer science and engineering,who is developing the new searchengine with her col-

drr

leaguesin the Center of Excellencein
Document Analysis and Recognition
in the us School of Engineering and
Applied Sciences.
The urn system interprets
the query differently. Srihari
saysher systeminterprets the
"Find
query as
me the best
path that connects these
searchterms to multiple documents."Insteadof returning
the ranked list of documents
a searchengine would return,
her engine would return
ranked setsof documents.
"urR
is a composite query,
"It's
not a keyword queryi' she says.
designedto find the best path, the best
chain of associationsbefiveen two or
more ideas.It returns to you an evi'This
is how these
dence trail that says
piecesare connected."'
The searchengine,sponsoredby the
Federal Aviation Administration, is
expectedto be delivered by the end of
- Douglas Page
the year.
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Clarification about CERTs'roles
I'd like to addresssome of my remarks
as presentedin the crnr article in the
April issue.Although my quotesdre as
I spoke them, both my remarks and
their condensation generatedan unintended.dismissiveeffect.
First of all, my views do not necessarily (and in this casemostly did not)
representthose of my employer.
My purpose was to discuss use of
cenrs in a non-beneficial and possibly
hazardous manner with questionable
results (the context ofthe article being
deployment out of their home areas).
crnrs indeed have little documented

effectivenessas responders in major
emergencies.Most rescuesin disasters
are performed by those closest to the
incident when it occurs, rather than
responding as organized units, and
many good Samaritanshave put themselvesat unnecessaryrisk (some dying
in the process).
Nonetheless,severalcERTprograms
haveeither designedor discoveredproductive uses, not only including the
support functions mentioned in the
article (which were not meant to be an
exhaustive list), but simply adding to
the small number of families prepared
for emergencies.

Homeland Protection Professional. June 2005
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The fact is that my remarks came off
as cavalier and thus buried my point
while needlessly generating ire, and
that's my responsibility.As a representative of my employer, and as a member of Homeland Protection Professional's editorial advisory board, I
should havedone better.
leff Rubin, Pr,.D.,emergencymanager,
Tualatin ValleyFire 6 Rescue,
Aloha, Ore.
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No hog troughs in Wyoming
I have enjoyed your magazine more
than just about any other homeland
security publication I have ever
www.nppmag.com
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